Comprehensive Aid to Fishing Baffin and the ULM.2
In February of 1996, Jim Wallace caught the then state-record speckled trout,
while fishing in Baffin Bay. The monster measured more than 33 inches in length
and weighed the better part of 14 pounds. She bit a green Paul Brown Lure, then
known as a Corky. When state officials removed the otolith from the trout and
used it to determine the specimen's age, some were shocked. The fish had been
born AFTER the two freeze events which occurred in 1989.
Prior to all this, biologists generally believed a speckled trout measuring about
30 inches in length would be about 11 or 12 years old, at least. The evidence
presented by Wallace's fish caused them to reevaluate. In the end, they came to
assert that severe freezes temporarily accelerate the average growth rate of the
trout in places where the biomass falls to a low point. Since this is true, anglers
who fish the Baffin/ULM complex these days might expect the next great thing
with regard to catching monster trout to occur sometime around the middle of
this decade, given what happened this past February.
I believe a studious, dedicated, thoughtful angler who uses all the materials in
this package to learn all they can about the legendary waters of these bay
systems will likely catch some really big trout eventually. I have just a handful of
the Monster Maps and More books left, in hard copies. I'm offering this
updated version of this product as a way to clear the shelf. Below, find a
complete list of all the pieces included in the Comprehensive Aid to Fishing
Baffin and the ULM.2.
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Monster Maps and More book. Hard copy. With digital update pages.
Basic GPS file, with fishing spots, anchor sites, obstructions and track
lines marked. In digital form.
MS203 GPS file, which includes 203 microspots, where I've caught fish for
many years, most of them in Baffin and the ULM. In digital form.
A 30 minute DVD, which provides advice on using the GPS files and some
other useful information.
10 of my favorite lures, including both floating and sinking Paul Brown
Lures, Super Spook topwaters, other twitch baits and both rat-tailed and
paddle-tailed MirrOlure soft plastics.
Four consultations between me and the person purchasing the product, in
the first year after its purchase, with an option to purchase more
consultations later. This feedback comes in the form of phone or email
conversations about the plans, decisions and outcomes of fishing trips taken
by the owner of the product.

Retail price of all these items would total about $1600. I'm offering it for $999.
As noted above, I only have a few paper copies of Monster Maps, so this is a
limited offer, by design.
For detailed descriptions of the product's parts, consult other blogs on this site.
To order the product, call or text me at 361 688 3714, or email
KevinCochran404@yahoo.com.

